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APEXEL APL-HB100CPL 100mm Macro CPL Phone Lens (Black)
In today's world, where mobile photography is reaching new heights of popularity, the APEXEL APL-HB100CPL 100mm Macro CPL phone
lens (black) is an excellent tool for any photography enthusiast. Designed to provide a soft and natural blur effect in macro shots, this
lightweight lens is compatible with a wide range of phones, making it incredibly versatile. With a built-in CPL filter that reduces unwanted
reflections and enhances contrast and color saturation, users can enjoy clearer and more vibrant photos without the need for additional
apps. The kit includes everything needed to start shooting immediately, including a case for safe storage and transport.
 
Compatibility with Multiple Phone Models
One of the biggest advantages of the APEXEL APL-HB100CPL lens is its versatility. With its adjustable design, the lens can be perfectly
fitted to a wide range of phone models with widths ranging from 6.6 to 9.6 cm. This flexibility means that no matter what brand of phone
you have, you can enjoy professional-quality macro photos without the need for expensive cameras.
 
CPL Filter
The  CPL  (polarizing)  filter  is  a  key  feature  of  the  APEXEL  lens,  which  sets  it  apart  from  other  products  available  on  the  market.  By
reducing  reflections  from non-metallic  surfaces,  this  filter  significantly  improves  contrast  and  color  saturation  in  photos.  The  effect  is
particularly noticeable when photographing scenes with a lot of water or glass, as well as with the sky, which becomes deeper and more
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saturated with blue.
 
Lightweight Construction
The lightweight design of the APEXEL APL-HB100CPL lens is essential for photographers who value mobility and convenience. This allows
for  long  photo  sessions  without  hand  fatigue  and  makes  the  lens  easy  to  take  on  any  trip.  Despite  its  lightness,  the  lens  does  not
compromise on durability and quality of construction, offering the best of both worlds.
 
Direct Use Without Additional Apps
What  sets  the  APEXEL  lens  apart  from  other  phone  photography  accessories  is  the  ability  to  use  it  without  the  need  to  install  any
additional  apps.  This  is  a  huge  advantage,  especially  in  situations  where  you  want  to  quickly  capture  a  moment  without  technical
obstacles. This feature emphasizes the simplicity and convenience of use, which is crucial for many users.
 
Kit Contents
Lens
Mounting frame
Instruction manual
Case
Cloth
Mounting kit
Glass case
Brand Apexel Model APL-HB100CPLFocal Length 100mmColor Black Compatible Phone Widths 6.6 - 9.6cm

Preço:

€ 43.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Other
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